
MDOT proposes the adoption of an FTA DBE goal of 1.36 percent for FY 2018-2020. The recommended DBE goal of 1.36 percent will be met through race-neutral means. Race-neutral participation occurs when MDOT and its grantees purchase bus-transit-related goods from, or contract with, a DBE firm when there is no specific requirement for DBE participation associated with the purchase or contract.

Comments or requests for information regarding how this goal was established may be submitted until noon on Oct. 1, 2017, to:

DBE Program Administrator
Office of Business Development
Michigan Department of Transportation
425 W. Ottawa St.
P.O. Box 30050
Lansing, MI 48909
Attn: FY 2018-2020 FTA DBE Goal
Fax: 517-335-0945
E-mail: sundbergn@michigan.gov